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Abstract: Genome Sequencing is the way of figuring out the sequence of genome.The genome sequence will represent
a valuable shortcut, helping scientists find genes much more easily and quickly. A genome sequence contains some
clues about where genes are, even though scientists are just learning to interpret these clues.Scientists also hope that
being able to study the entire genome sequence will help them understand how the genome as a whole works—how
genes work together to direct the growth, development and maintenance of an entire organism.knowing the entire
genome sequence will help scientists study the parts of the genome outside the genes.Java is a simple robust,effective
programming language which has been used by many programers,industries,developers all over the world.Using the
platform independent nature of java we can develop various applications according to the specification given by the
user in an efficient manner.our idea is to use the java features to predict the genome sequence of various
individuals.With the help of various genome sequences copied from EBI and NCBI the given input sequence is
examined and figured out.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
A genome is an organism’s complete set of DNA, including all of its genes. Each genome contains all of the
znformation needed to build and maintain that organism. In humans, a copy of the entire genome—more than 3 billion
DNA base pairs—is contained in all cells that have a nucleus. The main goals of the Human Genome Project were to
provide a complete and accurate sequence of the 3 billion DNA base pairs that make up the human genome and to find
all of the estimated 20,000 to 25,000 human genes. The Project also aimed to sequence the genomes of several other
organisms that are important to medical research, such as the mouse and the fruit fly.In addition to sequencing DNA,
the Human Genome Project sought to develop new tools to obtain and analyze the data and to make this information
widely available. Also, because advances in genetics have consequences for individuals and society, the Human
Genome Project committed to exploring the consequences of genomic research through its Ethical, Legal, and Social
Implications (ELSI) program. Biological databases are libraries of life sciences information, collected from scientific
experiments, published literature, high-throughput experiment technology, and computational analysis. They contain
information from research areas including genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, microarray gene expression, and
phylogenetics. Information contained in biological databases includes gene function, structure, localization clinical
effects of mutations as well as similarities of biological sequences and structures. The National Center for
Biotechnology Information advances science and health by providing access to biomedical and genomic information.
The NCBI houses a series of databases relevant to biotechnology and biomedicine and is an important resource for
bioinformatics tools and services. Major databases include GenBank for DNA sequences and PubMed, a bibliographic
database for the biomedical literature. Other databases include the NCBI Epigenomics database. All these databases are
available online through the Entrez search engine. Java is a programming language created by James Gosling from Sun
Microsystems in 1991. The target of Java is to write a program once and then run this program on multiple operating
systems. The first publicly available version of Java was released in 1995. Sun Microsystems was acquired by the
Oracle Corporation in 2010. In 2006 Sun started to make Java available under the GNU General Public License (GPL).
Oracle continues this project called OpenJDK. Java is defined by a specification and consists of a programming
language, a compiler, core libraries and a runtime (Java virtual machine) The Java runtime allows software developers
to write program code in other languages than the Java programming language which still runs on the Java virtual
machine. The Java platform is usually associated with the Java virtual machine and the Java core libraries.
The Java language was designed with the following properties:
1. Platform independent: Java programs use the Java virtual machine as abstraction and do not access the operating
system directly. This makes Java programs highly portable. A Java program (which is standard-compliant and
follows certain rules) can run unmodified on all supported platforms Ex:Windows or Linux.
2. Object-orientated programming language: Except the primitive data types, all elements in Java are objects.
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3. Strongly-typed programming language: Java is strongly-typed, e.g., the types of the used variables must be predefined and conversion to other objects is relatively strict, e.g., must be done in most cases by the programmer.
4. Interpreted and compiled language: Java source code is transferred into the byte code format which does not depend
on the target platform. These bytecode instructions will be interpreted by the Java Virtual machine (JVM). The
JVM contains a so called Hotspot-Compiler which translates performance critical byte code instructions into native
code instructions.
5. Automatic memory management: Java manages the memory allocation and de-allocation for creating new objects.
The program does not have direct access to the memory. The so-called garbage collector automatically deletes
objects to which no active pointer exists.Structured Query language (SQL) is standard language for dealing with
Relational Databases. SQL programming can be effectively used to insert, search, update, delete database records.
SQL databases support stored procedure sql which allow database developers to implement part of the business
logic into the database.
II.
JAVA APIS FOR BIOINFORMATICS
Java provides a rich source of APIs for bioinformatics study of DNA and protein sequences. However, design and
maintenance of these APIs present their own challenges .The development of APIs that couple biological and
computational knowledge to formally describe complex biological data types significantly reduces the number of
conflicting formats and the time required to access and meaningfully analyzes biological data.
Some of the Java-based bioinformatics APIs that are being developed to reduce the programming task are listed below.
1. BioJava - An open source project dedicated to provide Java tools for processing biological data. BioJava's goal is
to create an API that automates common bioinformatics tasks while providing a foundation for bioinformaticsbased software projects.
2.

caBio (Cancer Bioinformatics Infrastructure Objects) -is one component of the National Cancer Institute's
Centre for Bioinformatics (NCICB), caCORE research management system. The caBio API contains the
implementations of various biomedical objects to facilitate consistent data representation and data integration
projects.

3.

ENSJ- is the Java implementation of the EnsEMBL driver and data adaptors. ENSJ allows a developer to access
sequence or annotation information stored in the EnsEMBL database. Recently, a new prototype API, called MartJ,
has been developed and allows the developers to access EnsEMBL's Mart database that focuses on the fast and
flexible multi-organism data-mining.

4.

Phylogenetic Analysis Library (PAL) -is a Java API dedicated to the subset of bioinformatics analysis that
pertains to the evolutionary development of genomes (DNA and protein sequence).

5.

KDOM - The Knowledge Discovery Object Model (KDOM) is a bioinformatics-based API designed to represent
and manage biological knowledge during application development.

6.

MAGE-stk is an example of a bioinformatics-based API that provides a Java representation of the information
required to describe a particular experiment such as a microarray experiment.

Advances in biology and medicine have reached the stage where it is now possible to acquire a thorough and very
detailed understanding of human biology and inheritance at the molecular level. This understanding will require
mapping and sequencing of DNA on a massive scale, a task which cannot be accomplished efficiently with current
technologies.
Two major tools are needed:
1. The sequence of a reference human genome
2. Efficient methods for obtaining and interpreting the large amount of additional sequence data needed for a wide
variety of biological and medical studies.
Consider the following Escherichia coli str.k12 substr MG 1655 chromosome, This reference sequence can be stored
using database.Similiarly we can even store millions of individual varieties of genome sequences.The reference
sequence can be collected using BLAST or FASTA reference sequences.
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The above DNA reference sequence can be read and processed using the java program. Java provides various features
to read and process the data .Here we can create our own package called symbol to read and process the nucleotide
sequences. The symbol can be stored using the variable s as and when the individual symbols are read from the given
input sequences. Thus we can retrieve the input genome sequences easily and effectively.
package symbols;
import java.util.Iterator;
import org.biojava.bio.seq.DNATools;
import org.biojava.bio.symbol.FiniteAlphabet;
import org.biojava.bio.symbol.Symbol;
public class TrialSymbol {
public static void main(String[] args) {
FiniteAlphabet dna = DNATools.getDNA();
Iterator dnaSymbols = dna.iterator();
while (dnaSymbols.hasNext()) {
Symbol s = (Symbol) dnaSymbols.next();
System.out.println(s.getName());
}
}
}
The RNA sequences can be read as shown below:
package symbols;
import java.util.Iterator;
import org.biojava.bio.seq.RNATools;
import org.biojava.bio.symbol.FiniteAlphabet;
import org.biojava.bio.symbol.Symbol;
public class TrialSymbolModified {
public static void main(String[] args) {
FiniteAlphabet rna = RNATools.getRNA();
Iterator rnaSymbols = rna.iterator();
while (rnaSymbols.hasNext()) {
Symbol s = (Symbol) rnaSymbols.next();
System.out.println(s.getName());
}
}
}
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The sequence thus read can also be grouped as meaningful groups called tokens.Using getName() we can read the
individual symbols.Built in function length() may be used to find out the length of given sequence.Using SymbolAt()
function it is also possible to retrieve the first symbol of the sequence.
package symbols;
import org.biojava.bio.BioException;
import org.biojava.bio.seq.DNATools;
import org.biojava.bio.seq.io.SymbolTokenization;
import org.biojava.bio.symbol.Alphabet;
import org.biojava.bio.symbol.SimpleSymbolList;
import org.biojava.bio.symbol.SymbolList;
public class TrialSymbolList {
public static void main(String[] args) throws BioException {
String seqString = "GATTACA";
Alphabet dna = DNATools.getDNA();
SymbolTokenization dnaToke = dna.getTokenization("token");
SymbolList seq = new SimpleSymbolList( dnaToke, seqString );
System.out.println("Alphabet = " + seq.getAlphabet().getName());
System.out.println("Length = " + seq.length());
System.out.println("First symbol = " + seq.symbolAt(1).getName() );
}}
Thus we can effectively read and store the genome sequences using java program. Our next step is to store the data in
database for future reference. This can be done using structural query languages. Consider a sequence from Exon2
which is to be examined. We can read and store the sequence in database. If we refer the same sequence we need not
perform the lengthy operations of reading and storing the data. Rather we would get a quick reference to the stored
sequence in less time. Thus we can store million of database sequences.

III.
CONCLUSION
The advantages of java can be applied to the field of genomics effectively.Genome prediction technique using java is
a way to retrieve ,process the data in an efficient manner. Millions of genome sequences can be stored for future
reference.If any user comes across same sequence,the sequence can be retrieved and processed with few seconds
because of stored genome sequences.Thus the performace of the operation will be high.Thus using the java
programming concepts we can add more feautures to theHuman Genome Project.
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